acetic acid, 28
acidity
guidelines, 63–65
as pillar of ageability, 13, 97
taste, 41
as wine component, 152
acquiring taste, 35
adaptation, 33
aeration, decanting for, 114–118
aging
about, 13, 93
pillars of ageability, 13, 97–99
process, 94–97
serving mature wines, 102
shelf life of open bottles, 100–101
alcohol
adding, 157–159
effects of, 338–340
as pillar of ageability, 13, 97
as wine component, 152
amarone, 157
Amontillado Sherry, 105
ancestral method sparkling wines, 146–147
appetizers
Mexican cuisine, 282–283
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–299
North African cuisine, 303
Polish cuisine, 236
South American cuisine, 288–289
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–247
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 166–167
Spanish cuisine, 175–177
arepas, 291–292
Argentinean wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
medium-full bodied, balanced,
moderately tannic red wines, 135
aromas. See also smell
defined, 21
linking with wine, 23
paying attention to, 22
as wine ages, 95, 102
aromatic, fruity, round white wines,
pairing with
about, 15, 123–124
British cuisine, 231, 233
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 200, 201
Canadian cuisine, 208, 209
Chinese cuisine, 260–264
comfort foods, 192
German cuisine, 225–226, 228
ham, 195
Hungarian cuisine, 240–241
Indian cuisine, 274, 276, 278, 279
Japanese cuisine, 266–269
Korean cuisine, 271
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine,
251–255
Mexican cuisine, 283, 284, 285, 286
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298, 299, 301
North African cuisine, 304, 305, 306
Northern French cuisine, 216
Northern Italian cuisine, 218–221, 223
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
pairing tree, 129
Portuguese cuisine, 183
South American cuisine, 289, 292
Southeast Asian cuisine, 248, 249
Southern French cuisine, 173, 174
Southern Italian cuisine, 167–171
Spanish cuisine, 176, 177, 179
Tex-Mex, 203, 204
turkey, 195
aromatic compounds, affected by
temperature, 106–107
aromatic molecules, 21
artichokes, 44
Asian cuisine
about, 245
Chinese cuisine, 256–264
Indian cuisine, 272–280
Japanese cuisine, 264–270
Korean cuisine, 270–272
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 250–256
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–250

asparagus, 44
astringent taste, 31, 42

Australian wines
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture red wines, 136
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 135
sweet fortified wines, 159
traditional method sparkling wines, 144

Austrian wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 135
noble rot wines, 155

BAC (blood alcohol content), 338–340
barbeque
Korean, 272
southern-style, 196–199
Barbera, 133, 356
Barolo, 87–88
barrel-aged wine, 82, 100–101
beef, 291, 358
bitter taste, 25, 29, 42, 70
blood alcohol content (BAC), 338–340
blue-veined cheeses, 90, 314
body, of wine, 55
bonafide rosé, 126–127
bonito, 265
borscht, 236
botrytis cinerea, 90
botrytis-affected wines, 16, 90, 155. See also noble rot
bouquet, 95
Brachetto d’Acqui, 154
braised dishes, 272, 358
British cuisine pairings
about, 230
brunch, 230–231
desserts, 234
meat, fish, and game, 232–234
traditional holiday meals, 231–232
brunch, in British Isles, 230–231
brussels sprouts, 44
brut zero, 148
burgers, wine pairings with, 191
burns, cooling, 31–32

Cabernet Franc, 127, 133
Cabernet Sauvignon, 91, 127
 Cahors, 87
Cajun/Creole cuisine pairings, 199–202
Californian “Italian” cuisine, wine pairings with, 192
Canadian cuisine pairings, 206–209
Canadian wines
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture red wines, 136
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 135
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
Cantonese cuisine, 257
cap classique, 143–144
capsaicin, 31, 65, 72
carafe, 114–118
carbon dioxide, injecting, 147
carrot family. See parsley family
cataplana, 181
categories of wine, 15–16
cellar temperature, 107
certified sommelier examination, 346
ceviche, 288–289
Champagne
compared with sparkling wine, 143
paired with oysters, 89–90
recommended, 355
Champagne coupe, 114
Champagne swizzle stick, 114
champenoise, 143–144
Chardonnay, 15, 122, 125, 142, 353

Charmat method sparkling wines, 145–146

cheese
about, 309–310
blue-veined, 90, 314
complexity of, 310–311
goat, 312
recommended, 359
rind, 311
semi-hard/hard, 313–314
semi-soft, 313
soft, bloomy rind, 312
soft, fresh, 312
soft, washed rind, 313
wine and cheese parties, 314–316

chemical senses. See smell; taste

Chenin Blanc, 122, 142

Chianti Classico, 91–92

chicken, 359

Chile, wines from, 135

Chinese cuisine pairings
about, 256–259
Cantonese, 257
dim sum, snacks, and soups, 259–260
fish and seafood, 261–262
Hunan, 258
Mandarin, 258
poultry and meat, 260–261
rice and noodles, 262–263
Szechuan, 257
vegetable-based dishes, 264

Cider, pairing with Canadian cuisine, 208
cilia, 21

coupe, 114

court of Master Sommeliers, 344, 346–348

Creole cuisine pairings, 199–202

Cristal, 148

Croatia, wines from, 124

Crottin de Chavignol, 87
cured meats, 224–225
curries
Indian cuisine, 275–277
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 253–254
Southeast Asian cuisine, 248–249
cuvaison, 132
cuve close, 145–146
Cyprus, wines from, 157

• D •
decanting, 114–118
desserts. See also pastries
about, 161–162
British cuisine, 234
German cuisine, 229
Greek cuisine, 187–188
guidelines, 65–66
Hungarian cuisine, 241–243
Indian cuisine, 279–280
Japanese cuisine, 269–270
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Mexican cuisine, 286–287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 301–302
Northern French cuisine, 216–217
Northern Italian cuisine, 223–224
Polish cuisine, 238
Portuguese cuisine, 183
South American cuisine, 294–295
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
Southern French cuisine, 174–175
Southern Italian cuisine, 171–172
Spanish cuisine, 180
dim sum, 259–260
dining in
about, 18, 333
etiquette for bringing wine, 336
matching guests with wine, 333–335
quantity and color decisions, 336–338
recognizing effects of alcohol, 338–340
dining out
about, 18, 319
finding good restaurants for wine, 319–324
reading wine lists, 324–329
sommeliers, 329–332
dishes, multiple, 61–62
diverging flavors, 61
dopamine, 34–35
doux, 148
dry, 148
dry fortified wine, 158
dry red wines
about, 131
compared with white wine, 131–132
food pairings with, 137–139
preferred age, 99
styles, 132–137
dry rosé
about, 125–126
bonafide rosé, 126–127
pairing tree, 129, 139
pairing with food, 127–130
recommended, 356
recommended temperature, 106
rosé de saignée, 126
shopping for, 127
dry white wines
about, 121
aromatic, 123–124
fruity, 123–124
full-bodied, wood-aged, 124–125
lightweight, 122–123
pairing with food, 127–130
pairing with Polish cuisine, 236
preferred age, 98
styles, 121–122
drying, 156–157
duck, paired with Pinot Noir, 92
delson, 31
estuaries, 184
effervescence, 15
empanadas, 291–292
endorphins, 31
etallo, 184
etiquette for bringing wine, 336
experiment, 39–42
extra-brut Champagne, 106
extract, as pillar of ageability, 13

\( F \)

fat guidelines, 65
fat taste, 24
feel good feeling, 34
fermentation, 153–154, 345
fine herbs. See parsley family
Fino sherry, 106
first course (Italian cuisine), 168–169
fish
British cuisine, 232–233
Chinese cuisine, 261–262
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 255
North African cuisine, 304–305
Northern French cuisine, 215–216
Northern Italian cuisine, 222–223
Portuguese cuisine, 181–182
fish oils, 64
flavor families
about, 12, 67–68
aroma considerations, 72–74
flavor considerations, 72–74
parsley family, 74–77
sotolone family, 81–84
taste sensations, 68–72
terpene family, 78–80
flavor intensity, 12
flavor range, 55
flavors
in Cabernet Sauvignon and steak pairing, 91
contrasting, 60
defined, 21
diverging, 61
food, 58
harmonizing, 60–61
as wine ages, 95, 102
as wine component, 152
flowers, 78
flute, 112
fondue, 225–226

Eastern European cuisine
about, 235
Hungarian cuisine, 238–243
Polish cuisine, 235–238
edible flowers, 79
effects of alcohol, 338–340
effervescence, 15
food. See also specific topics
condiments, 57
cooking methods, 57
determining primary component of
dishes, 56–57
flavor, 58
options for pairing, 56–58
pairing with dry rosé, 127–130
pairing with dry white wine, 127–130
pairing with red wine, 137–139
pairing with sparkling wine, 149
pairing with sweet wines, 160–162
recommended, 357–360
sauces, 57
side dishes, 57
sotolone-rich, 81–82
texture, 58
forcemeats, 224–225
fortification, 90, 157–159
fortified aged sherry pairing, 287
fortified amber sweet wine pairings
British cuisine, 234
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 202
Greek cuisine, 188
Indian cuisine, 280
Japanese cuisine, 270
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Mexican cuisine, 287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 302
North African cuisine, 307
Northern Italian cuisine, 223, 224
South American cuisine, 295
Southern French cuisine, 175
fortified red sweet wine pairings
British cuisine, 234
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 202
German cuisine, 229
Hungarian cuisine, 242
Indian cuisine, 280
Middle Eastern cuisine, 302
North African cuisine, 307
Northern Italian cuisine, 223, 224
South American cuisine, 295
fortified white dry wine pairings, 283
fortified white sweet wine pairings
British cuisine, 234
German cuisine, 229
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Mexican cuisine, 286, 287
North African cuisine, 307
Northern French cuisine, 216
South American cuisine, 295
fortified wines. See also sweet wines
about, 151, 158–159
alcohol level, 55
categories, 16
pairing with Greek cuisine, 188
fowl, 226–228
French cuisine pairings. See Northern
French cuisine pairings; Southern
French cuisine pairings
French wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
Charmat method sparkling wines, 145
dry rosé, 127
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with
chewy texture red wines, 137
full-bodied, wood-aged white wines, 125
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red
wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
medium-full bodied, balanced moderately
bitter red wines, 135
noble rot wines, 155
sweet dried grape, passito wines, 157
sweet fortified wines, 159
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
fruits
in parsley family, 76
in terpene family, 79
full, deep, and robust, turbocharged, with
chewy texture red wines, pairing with
about, 136–137
British cuisine, 233
German cuisine, 228
Hungarian cuisine, 240
Indian cuisine, 276, 277
Korean cuisine, 272
Northern French cuisine, 214
Northern Italian cuisine, 220–222
pairing tree, 138
prime rib and lamb, 195, 196
recommended temperature, 105
Southern French cuisine, 174
southern-style BBQ, 198
Spanish cuisine, 179
full, ripe, and fruity red wines, pairing with
  Chinese cuisine, 261
full-bodied, soft, wood-aged white wines, pairing with
  about, 124–125
British cuisine, 232, 233
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 201
Chinese cuisine, 261, 263
German cuisine, 225, 227, 228
Greek cuisine, 185
Indian cuisine, 275, 276, 278
Italian cuisine, 219, 220
Japanese cuisine, 269
Korean cuisine, 272
Mexican cuisine, 282, 283, 286
Middle Eastern cuisine, 299, 300
North African cuisine, 303, 306
Northern French cuisine, 213, 215
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 206
pairing tree, 128
Polish cuisine, 236, 237
Portuguese cuisine, 183
recommended temperature, 105
sandwiches, 190
South American cuisine, 289, 294
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247, 249
Southern-style BBQ, 199
Spanish cuisine, 177
turkey and ham, 194
Fumé Blanc, 125

• G •

Gamay
  about, 15
  as dry rosé, 127
  as light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wine, 133
  recommended, 355
game
  British cuisine, 232–233
  German cuisine, 226–228
  Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 255
  North African cuisine, 304–305
  Northern French cuisine, 213–214
  Northern Italian cuisine, 220–222
game birds, 358–359
gas chromatograph, 64
Gascon cuisine, 87
German cuisine pairings
  about, 224
  cured meats, 224–225
desserts, 229
  meat, fowl and game, 226–228
  salads and fondue, 225–226
German wines
  Charmat method sparkling wines, 145
  light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
Gewürztraminer
  about, 15
  as aromatic, fruity, round white, 124
  bitter taste of, 29
glassware
  about, 110–113
  quality in restaurants, 320–321
gnocchi, 219–220
goat cheese, 312
Goldstein, Evan (author)
  Perfect Pairings: A Master Sommelier’s Practical Advice for Partnering Wine with Food, 56
goulash, 239
grain-fed beef, 291
grains
  Indian cuisine, 278–279
  Mexican cuisine, 285–286
  Middle Eastern cuisine, 300–301
  North African cuisine, 305–306
  South American cuisine, 293–294
grapes, 79–80
grass-fed beef, 291
Greek cuisine pairings
  about, 184
dessert, 187–188
  main course, 186–187
  mezes, 184–186
Greek wines
  aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
  lightweight, white wines, 123
  sweet dried grape, passito wines, 157
greens, in parsley family, 76
Grenache/garnacha, 127
grilled cheese, 360
guidelines, pairing, 62–66
**H**

ham, wine pairings with, 194–195
hangover, 339
hard cheeses, 313–314
harmonizing flavors, 60–61
heat, measuring, 33
herb-roasted chicken, 359
herbs
in parsley family, 75
in terpene family, 78
high-alcohol wine, with spicy foods, 66
holiday meals
in British Isles, 231–232
wine pairings with, 193–196
host, 343
hot dogs, wine pairings with, 191
house edge, 325–326, 328
Hunan cuisine, 258
Hungarian cuisine pairings
about, 238–239
desserts, 241–243
main courses, 240–241
soups and stews, 239–240
Hungarian wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 135
noble rot wines, 156

**J**

Iced Cider, 295
Icewine, pairing with
about, 156
Indian cuisine, 280
Japanese cuisine, 270
Middle Eastern cuisine, 302
Southern French cuisine, 175
icons, explained, 5
*In Search of Lost Time* (Proust), 22
Indian cuisine pairings
about, 272–274
curries, 275–277
light meals and snacks, 274–275
rices and grains, 278–279
sweets, desserts, and pastries, 279–280
tiffin, 274–275
vegetables and legumes, 277–278
injecting carbon dioxide, 147
intimate gatherings, selecting wines for, 334–335
Italian cuisine pairings. See Northern Italian cuisine pairings; Southern Italian cuisine pairings
Italian method, 145–146
Italian wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
Charmat method sparkling wines, 145
dry rosé, 127
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture red wines, 137
full-bodied, wood-aged white wines, 125
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 135
sweet dried grape, passito wines, 157
sweet fortified wines, 159
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
izakaya cuisine, 268–269

**K**

Japanese cuisine pairings
about, 264–265
izakaya, 268–269
maki sushi, nigri sushi, and sashimi, 265–266
rice and noodles, 267–268
sweets and desserts, 269–270
tempura, robata, yakitori, kushiyaki, 268–269

Korean cuisine pairings
about, 270–271
barbeque and braised dishes, 272
rice, porridge, and noodles, 271
kushiyaki, 268–269
labels
about, 16, 55–56
sparkling wine, 147–148
laksa, 247–248
lamb, wine pairings with, 195–196
langoustines, 360
large parties, selecting wines for, 334
late harvest
about, 15–16, 154–156, 162
defined, 15
pairing with Japanese cuisine, 268
late harvest Icewine, pairing with
British cuisine, 234
Northern French cuisine, 217
late harvest noble rot sweet wines, pairing with
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 202
Canadian cuisine, 209
German cuisine, 229
Greek cuisine, 188
Hungarian cuisine, 241, 242
Indian cuisine, 280
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Mexican cuisine, 287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 301
North African cuisine, 307
Northern French cuisine, 217
Northern Italian cuisine, 224
Polish cuisine, 238
Portuguese cuisine, 183
Southern French cuisine, 175
Spanish cuisine, 180
late harvest passito, pairing with
Indian cuisine, 280
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
late harvest sweet wines, pairing with
German cuisine, 229
Greek cuisine, 188
Mexican cuisine, 287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 302
North African cuisine, 307
Polish cuisine, 238
Portuguese cuisine, 183
South American cuisine, 295
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
Spanish cuisine, 180
legumes
Indian cuisine, 277–278
Mexican cuisine, 285–286
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, pairing with
about, 15, 133–134
British cuisine, 232
burgers and hot dogs, 191
Californian “Italian” cuisine, 192
Canadian cuisine, 208
Chinese cuisine, 260, 263, 264
German cuisine, 227, 228
Greek cuisine, 185, 186, 187
Hungarian cuisine, 240, 241
Indian cuisine, 276
Japanese cuisine, 266, 268, 269
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 255
Mexican cuisine, 284–286
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–300
North African cuisine, 303, 304, 306
Northern French cuisine, 214
Northern Italian cuisine, 221, 222
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
pairing tree, 139
Polish cuisine, 236
Portuguese cuisine, 182, 183
recommended temperature, 105, 106
sandwiches, 190
South American cuisine, 290, 291, 293, 294
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247–249
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 167, 168, 170, 171
southern-style BBQ, 197, 198
Spanish cuisine, 176–180
Tex-Mex, 203
light-bodied, unoaked white wines, 106
lightweight, crisp, and stony, sparkling white wines, pairing with
Chinese cuisine, 259, 260
Japanese cuisine, 268
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 252
Mexican cuisine, 283
Middle Eastern cuisine, 301
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247
Southern Italian cuisine, 167
Spanish cuisine, 176, 177
lightweight, crisp, and stony white wines, pairing with
about, 15, 106, 122–123, 151, 263
British cuisine, 231, 233
burgers and hot dogs, 191
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 200, 201
Canadian cuisine, 209
Chinese cuisine, 262, 264
comfort foods, 191
German cuisine, 226, 228
Greek cuisine, 185–187
Indian cuisine, 278, 279
Japanese cuisine, 266, 267, 268
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 251, 254, 255
Mexican cuisine, 284, 285, 287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298, 300
North African cuisine, 303, 305, 306
Northern French cuisine, 215
Northern Italian cuisine, 222, 222, 223
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
pairing tree, 129
Polish cuisine, 236, 237
Portuguese cuisine, 181, 182
sandwiches, 190
South American cuisine, 289–294
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247, 248
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 167–171
southern-style BBQ, 199
Spanish cuisine, 176–180
Tex-Mex, 203
turkey and ham, 194
lobster, 360
Loire Valley, 87

- M -
maceration, 132
Madeira, 96
maderized, 159
‘magical duet’ outcome, 45

main courses/dishes
Greek cuisine, 186–187
Hungarian cuisine, 240–241
Polish cuisine, 237
Portuguese cuisine, 182–183
Southern French cuisine, 173–174
Southern Italian cuisine, 170–171
Spanish cuisine, 179–180
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine pairings
about, 250–251
curries, noodles, and rice, 253–254
meat, fish, and game, 255
snacks and street foods, 251–252
soups, salads, and sandwiches, 252–253
sweets, pastries, and desserts, 256
maki sushi, 265–266
Malbec, 127
malolactic fermentation, 28–29, 125
Manchego cheese, 359
Mandarin cuisine, 258
Margherita pizza, paired with Chianti
    Classico, 91–92
Marsanne/Roussane blends, 124
Martinotti, 145–146
master sommelier, 343–344, 347–348
mature wine, serving, 102
maturity, of wine, 82
McCarthy, Ed (author)
    Wine For Dummies, 3
measuring heat, 33
meat
British cuisine, 232–233
Chinese cuisine, 260–261
German cuisine, 226–228
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 255
Mexican cuisine, 283–285
Middle Eastern cuisine, 299–300
North African cuisine, 304–305
Northern French cuisine, 213–214
Northern Italian cuisine, 220–222
South American cuisine, 290–291
Mediterranean cuisine pairings
about, 165
desserts, 171–172
first course, 168–169
Greece, 184–188
main course, 170–171
pizza, 169–170
Mediterranean cuisine pairings (continued)
Portugal, 181–183
salads and starters, 166–167
Southern France, 172–175
Southern Italy and Islands, 166–172
Spain, 175–180
medium tasters, 27
medium-bodied white wines, 106
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, pairing with
about, 15, 134–136
British cuisine, 231, 232, 233
burgers and hot dogs, 191
Canadian cuisine, 208, 209
Chinese cuisine, 261
comfort foods, 192
German cuisine, 225, 227, 228
Greek cuisine, 187
ham, 195
Hungarian cuisine, 240, 241
Indian cuisine, 275, 276, 277
Japanese cuisine, 269
Korean cuisine, 271, 272
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 254
Mexican cuisine, 283, 284, 285
Middle Eastern cuisine, 301
North African cuisine, 303, 304
Northern French cuisine, 213, 214
Northern Italian cuisine, 218, 221
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 206
pairing tree, 138
Polish cuisine, 237
prime rib and lamb, 195
recommended temperature, 105
South American cuisine, 290, 292
Southeast Asian cuisine, 249
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 171
southern-style BBQ, 197, 198
Spanish cuisine, 178, 179
Tex-Mex, 203, 204
turkey, 195
medium-full bodied white wines, 15 memories, connecting smells to, 22
Merlot, 127
methode ancestrale, 146–147
Mexican cuisine pairings
about, 281–282
appetizers, 282–283
desserts and sweets, 286–287
meat and seafood, 283–285
starches, legumes, grains, and vegetables, 285–286
mezze, 184–186
Middle Eastern cuisine
about, 297–298
meats, 299–300
starters, soups, and appetizers, 298–299
sweets, 301–302
vegetables, grains, and rice, 300–301
mirroring texture, 59
miso, 265
mistelle, 158
Moscato d’Asti, 15, 154
mouth, smelling indirectly through, 21
Mulligan, Mary Ewing (author)
Wine For Dummies, 3
Muscat/Moscato
about, 15
as aromatic, fruity, round white, 124
bitter taste of, 29
as sparkling wine, 142

‘natural disaster’ outcome, 43–44, 122
Nebbiolo, 87–88
New Zealand wines
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
medium-bodied bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 136
nigiri sushi, 265–266
noble rot, 16, 82, 90, 155, 162. See also late harvest noble rot sweet wines,
pairing with nontasters, 27
non-vintage sparkling wine, 106
noodles
Chinese cuisine, 262–263
Japanese cuisine, 267–268
Korean cuisine, 271
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 253–254
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247–248
North African cuisine pairings
about, 302–303
meat, fish, and game, 304–305
starters, soups, and appetizers, 303
sweets, 306–307
vegetables, starches, and grains, 305–306
North American cuisine pairings
about, 189
burgers, 191
Cajun/Creole cooking, 199–202
Californian “Italian,” 192
Canada, 206–209
comfort foods, 191–192
ham, 194–195
holiday meals, 193–196
hot dogs, 191
lamb, 195–196
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 204–206
prime rib, 195–196
sandwiches, 190
southern-style BBQ, 196–199
Tex-Mex, 202–204
turkey, 194–195
Northern European cuisine
about, 211
British cuisine, 230–234
French cuisine, 211–217
German cuisine, 224–229
Northern Italian cuisine, 217–224
Northern French cuisine pairings
about, 212
desserts, 216–217
fish and shellfish, 215–216
meat, poultry, and game, 213–214
soups and sandwiches, 212–213
Northern Italian cuisine pairings
about, 217–218
desserts, 223–224
fish and seafood, 222–223
meat, poultry, and game, 220–222
pasta, gnocchi, polenta, and risotto, 219–220
soups, 218–219
nose, smelling directly through, 21

• O •

oak barrel influence, as wine component, 152
oaky taste, 66, 95
off-dry, late harvest, barrel-aged white
wines, pairing with, 106, 151, 249, 277
old wines, compared with young wines, 96–97
olfaction. See smell
Ontario, 208–209
order of serving wine, 104–105
ordering wine, 62
outcomes of pairings, 43–45
oysters, paired with Champagne, 89–90

• P •

Pacific Northwest cuisine pairings, 204–206
pairing tree
about, 121
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 129
dry rosés, 129, 139
full-bodied, robust, turbocharged red
wines, 138
full-bodied, soft, wood-aged white
wines, 128
light, zesty, low tannic red wine, 139
lightweight, crisp, stony, white wines, 129
medium, full-bodied, balanced,
moderately tannic red wine, 138
sparkling wines, 129
sweet wines, 162
pairings. See also specific topics
about, 49
aging wine, 13
food options, 56–58
food with dry rosé, 127–130
food with dry white wine, 127–130
food with sweet wines, 160–162
food/wine priority, 52
guidelines, 62–66
identifying contrast or complement,
58–61
multiple dishes compared with
successive courses, 61–62
pairings (continued)
old fashioned method of, 73
outcomes, 43–45
personal nature of, 50–52
practices, 12–13
relying on senses, 11
rules, 11
scientific method, 74
serving, 14
sparkling wine with food, 149
strategies, 12
why it matters, 10
pairings, wine
British cuisine, 230–234
burgers, 191
Cajun/Creole cooking, 199–202
Californian “Italian” cuisine, 192
Canadian cuisine, 206–209
Chinese cuisine, 259–264
comfort foods, 191–192
German cuisine, 224–229
Greek cuisine, 184–188
ham, 194–195
hot dogs, 191
Hungarian cuisine, 239–243
Indian cuisine, 274–280
izakaya cuisine, 268–269
Japanese cuisine, 265–270
Korean cuisine, 271–272
lamb, 195–196
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 251–256
Mexican cuisine, 282–287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–302
North African cuisine, 303–307
Northern French cuisine, 212–217
Northern Italian cuisine, 218–224
options, 53–56
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 204–206
pizza, 170
Polish cuisine, 236–238
Portuguese cuisine, 181–183
prime rib, 195–196
sandwiches, 190
South American cuisine, 287–295
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–250
Southern French cuisine, 173–175
Southern Italian cuisine, 167–171
southern-style BBQ, 196–199
Spanish cuisine, 175–180
Tex/Mex, 202–204
turkey, 194–195
palate fatigue, 62
parmesan cheese, 359
parsley family
about, 74–75
herbs, 75
spices, 76
vegetables, greens and fruits, 76
white and red wine, 77
passito, pairing with. See also late harvest
passito, pairing with
German cuisine, 229
Greek cuisine, 188
Hungarian cuisine, 243
Italian cuisine, 224
Middle Eastern cuisine, 302
North African cuisine, 307
Northern French cuisine, 216, 217
Polish cuisine, 238
South American cuisine, 295
Southern French cuisine, 175
Spanish cuisine, 180
Passito style, 156–157
pasta, 219–220
pastry. See also desserts
Indian cuisine, 279–280
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
penicillium, 90
Perfect Pairings: A Master Sommelier’s Practical Advice for Partnering Wine with Food (Goldstein), 56
personal nature of pairings, 50–52
pH, in aging wine, 95
Piedmont, 87–88
pillars of ageability, 13, 97–99
Pinot Blanc, 142
Pinot Grigio, 122, 124, 354
Pinot Gris, 15, 124, 354
Pinot Meunier, 142
Pinot Noir
about, 15
as dry rosé, 127
as light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wine, 133
paired with duck, 92
recommended, 355
as sparkling wine, 142
pintxos, 175–177
piquant, foods with, 72
pizza, 169–170
pleasure, 34–35
polenta, 219–220
Polish cuisine pairings
about, 235–236
desserts, 238
main courses, 237
soups and starters, 236
polyphenols, 29, 98, 132
porridge, 271
Port, 90, 98
Portuguese cuisine pairings
about, 181
desserts, 183
fish and seafood, 181–182
main dishes, 182–183
Portuguese wines
aromatic, fruity, round wines, 124
Charmat method sparkling wines, 146
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture red wines, 137
full-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 136
sweet fortified wines, 159
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
poultry
Chinese cuisine, 260–261
Northern French cuisine, 213–214
Northern Italian cuisine, 220–222
practices, 12–13
precipitate, 94–95
preferences, taste, 50–51
price, 55, 329–330
prime rib, wine pairings with, 195–196
prix fixe menu, 322
Prosecco (glera), 142
proteins, in terpene family, 79
Proust, Marcel (author)
In Search of Lost Time, 22

Q
quantity decisions, 336–338
Quebec, 207–208

R
rational decisions, 51
reading wine lists, 324–329
receptions, 337
red wines
categories, 15–16
with fish, 64
for parsley family, 77
red wines, dry
about, 131
compared with white wine, 131–132
food pairings with, 137–139
preferred age, 99
styles, 132–137
red wines (full, deep, and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture), pairing with
about, 136–137
British cuisine, 233
German cuisine, 228
Hungarian cuisine, 240
Indian cuisine, 276, 277
Korean cuisine, 272
Northern French cuisine, 214
Northern Italian cuisine, 220–222
pairing tree, 138
prime rib and lamb, 195, 196
recommended temperature, 105
Southern French cuisine, 174
southern-style BBQ, 198
Spanish cuisine, 179
red wines (full, ripe, and fruity), pairing with Chinese cuisine, 261
red wines (light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin), pairing with
about, 15, 133–134
British cuisine, 232
burgers and hot dogs, 191
Californian “Italian” cuisine, 192
Canadian cuisine, 208
Chinese cuisine, 260, 263, 264
German cuisine, 227, 228
Greek cuisine, 185–187
Hungarian cuisine, 240, 241
Indian cuisine, 276
Japanese cuisine, 266, 268, 269
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 255
Mexican cuisine, 284–286
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–300
North African cuisine, 303, 304, 306
Northern French cuisine, 214
Northern Italian cuisine, 221, 222
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
pairing tree, 139
Polish cuisine, 236
Portuguese cuisine, 182, 183
recommended temperature, 105, 106
sandwiches, 190
South American cuisine, 290–291, 293–294
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247–249
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 171
southern-style BBQ, 197, 198
Spanish cuisine, 177–179
Tex-Mex, 203
turkey, 195
red wines (sparkling), pairing with
Northern French cuisine, 217
red-to-white ratio, 338
refreshing between bites, 38–39
regions
about, 54, 85–86
classic pairings, 88–92
for food and wine, 86–88
Remember icon, 5
residual sugar, 29
restaurants, 18, 343. See also dining out
retronasal passage, 21
reviewer, 343
reward effect, 34
Rhône style blends, 125
rice
Chinese cuisine, 262–263
Indian cuisine, 278–279
Japanese cuisine, 267–268
Korean cuisine, 271
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 253–254
Middle Eastern cuisine, 300–301
Southeast Asian cuisine, 247–248
Riesling, 32, 123, 124, 354
rind (cheese), 311
rinsing between bites, 38–39
ripeness, of wine, 82
risotto, 219–220, 358
roast beef, 358
roast game birds, 358–359
robata, 268–269
room temperature, 109–110
rosé, pairing with
about, 121
Cajun/Creole cuisine, 200, 201
Chinese cuisine, 259, 261, 262, 263, 264
Hungarian cuisine, 241
Indian cuisine, 279
Korean cuisine, 271
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 253
Middle Eastern cuisine, 299, 300
North African cuisine, 303
Northern French cuisine, 213
Southeast Asian cuisine, 248
Southern French cuisine, 173, 174
Southern Italian cuisine, 168, 169, 170, 171
southern-style BBQ, 198
Spanish cuisine, 176
Tex-Mex, 204
turkey and ham, 194
rosé (dry), pairing with
about, 125–126
bonafide rosé, 126–127
pairing tree, 129, 139
pairing with food, 127–130
recommended, 356
recommended temperature, 106
rosé de saignée, 126
shopping for, 127
rosé de saignée, 126
rules, 11, 17

• S •
salads
German cuisine, 225–226
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 252–253
Mexican cuisine, 282–283
South American cuisine, 288–289
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–247
Southern French cuisine, 173
Southern Italian cuisine, 166–167
salt, 26, 65
salty taste, 25, 29–30, 42, 69
sambal, 246–247
Sancerre, 87
sandwiches
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 252–253
Northern French cuisine, 212–213
wine pairings with, 190
Sangiovese, 127, 133
sashimi, 265–266
satay, 246–247
sauces, 57
sauces, 224–225
Sauvignon Blanc, 123, 124, 354
Sauvignon Blanc-Semillon blends, 125
savory taste, 25, 27, 42, 71, 357
scallops, 360
scaloppini, 359–360
snitzel, 359–360
Scoville scale, 33
seafood
Chinese cuisine, 261–262
Mexican cuisine, 283–285
Northern Italian cuisine, 222–223
Portuguese cuisine, 181–182
South American cuisine, 290–291
sediment, decanting for, 114–118
semi-hard cheeses, 313–314
semi-soft cheeses, 313
senses
about, 19
adaptation, 33
dopamine, 34–35
relying on, 11
smell, 20–23
taste, 20, 23–30
touch, 30–33
sensory adaptation, 33
serving wine
about, 14, 103
Champagne coup, 114
Champagne swizzle stick, 114
decanting, 114–118
glassware, 110–113
mature wine, 102
order, 104–105
temperature, 105–110
shelf life, of opened wines, 100–101
shellfish, 215–216
shopping
for Charmat method sparkling wines, 145
for dry rosé, 127
for full, deep and robust, turbocharged,
with chewy texture red wines, 136
for medium-full bodied red wines, 135
for traditional method sparkling wines, 144
side dishes, 57
sit-down meals, 337–338
smell. See also aromas
about, 20, 21
aromas, paying attention to, 22
aromatic molecules, 21
connecting to memories, 22
linking with wine, 23
snacks
Chinese cuisine, 259–260
Indian cuisine, 274–275
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 251–252
South American cuisine, 291–292
soft, bloomy rind cheeses, 312
soft, fresh cheeses, 312
soft, washed rind cheeses, 313
‘solo spotlight’ outcome, 44–45
sommelier
about, 14, 320, 341–342
becoming a, 345–348
compared with Master Sommelier, 343–344
possibilities of, 342–343
relying on, 329–332
traveling, 349
sommellerie. See sommelier
sotolone family
about, 81
complementary foods, 81–82
wine, 82–84
soup
Chinese cuisine, 259–260
Hungarian cuisine, 239–240
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 252–253
Mexican cuisine, 282–283
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–299
North African cuisine, 303
Northern French cuisine, 212–213
Northern Italian cuisine, 218–219
Polish cuisine, 236
South American cuisine, 288–289
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–247
Spanish cuisine, 178
sour taste, 25, 28–29, 70
South African wines
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with
chewy texture red wines, 137
full-bodied, wood-aged white wines, 125
medium-full bodied, balanced,
moderately tannic red wines, 136
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
South American cuisine pairings
about, 281, 287–288
desserts and sweets, 294–295
empanadas, arepas, and snacks, 291–292
meat and seafood, 290–291
soups, ceviches, salads and starters,
288–289
vegetables, starches, and grains, 293–294
Southeast Asian cuisine pairings
about, 246
curries and stews, 248–249
curry, noodles, stir-frys, and laksa, 247–248
starters, soups, salads and starters,
246–247
sweets, pastries, and desserts, 250
Southern French cuisine pairings
about, 172, 212
desserts, 174–175
main course, 173–174
salads and starters, 173
Southern Italian cuisine pairings
about, 166
desserts, 171–172
first course, 168–169
main courses, 170–171
pizza, 169–170
salads and starters, 166–167
southern-style BBQ, wine pairings with,
196–199
Spanish cuisine pairings
about, 175
desserts, 180
main dishes, 179–180
soups and stews, 178
tapas/pintxos and appetizers, 175–177
Spanish wines
- aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
- Charmat method sparkling wines, 146
- dry rosé, 127
- full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with chewy texture red wines, 137
- full-bodied, wood-aged white wines, 125
- light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
- lightweight white wines, 123
- medium-full bodied, balanced, moderately tannic red wines, 136
- sweet fortified wines, 159
- traditional method sparkling wines, 144
sparkling, lightweight, crisp, and stony white wines, pairing with
- Chinese cuisine, 259, 260
- Japanese cuisine, 268
- Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 252
- Mexican cuisine, 283
- Middle Eastern cuisine, 301
- Pacific Northwest cuisine, 205
- Southeast Asian cuisine, 247
- Southern Italian cuisine, 167
- Spanish cuisine, 176, 177
sparkling red wines, pairing with Northern French cuisine, 217
sparkling sweet wines, pairing with
- about, 162
- Japanese cuisine, 270
- Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
- Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
sparkling white wines, pairing with
- about, 262
- Greek cuisine, 188
- Hungarian cuisine, 243
- Northern French cuisine, 213
sparkling wine
- about, 15, 141
- affected by temperature, 108–109
- compared with Champagne, 143
- glassware for, 112
- labels, 147–148
- pairing tree, 129
- pairing with food, 149
preferred age, 99
production methods, 143–147
recommended grapes and places, 141–142
speaker, 343
spice guidelines, 65
spices
- in parsley family, 76
- in terpene family, 78, 79
spicy foods
- handling, 31–32
- high-alcohol wine with, 66
- sweet wine with, 66
- wine with, 42
starches
- Mexican cuisine, 285–286
- North African cuisine, 305–306
- South American cuisine, 293–294
starters
- Mexican cuisine, 282–283
- Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–299
- North African cuisine, 303
- Polish cuisine, 236
- South American cuisine, 288–289
- Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–247
- Southern French cuisine, 173
- Southern Italian cuisine, 166–167
- Spanish cuisine, 175–177
steak, paired with Cabernet Sauvignon, 91
stews
- Hungarian cuisine, 239–240
- Southeast Asian cuisine, 248–249
- Spanish cuisine, 178
stir-frys, 247–248
storing
- open bottles, 101
- wine in restaurants, 321
strategies, 12
style, 12, 53–54, 132–137
successive courses, 61–62
sugar, as pillar of ageability, 13, 97
sulphur dioxide, 99
supertasters, 27, 28, 341
sweet taste
- about, 24, 29, 152
- foods with, 69–70
- real compared with impression of, 152–153
wine with foods having, 41–42
sweet wines
about, 151
affected by temperature, 108–109
food pairings with, 160–162
fortified amber. See fortified amber sweet wine pairings
fortified red. See fortified red sweet wine pairings
fortified white. See fortified white sweet wine pairings
late harvest. See late harvest sweet wines, pairing with
late harvest noble rot. See late harvest noble rot sweet wines, pairing with
paired with blue cheeses, 90
pairing food with, 160–162
pairing tree, 162
preferred age, 98
production process, 153–159
recommended temperature, 106
with spicy foods, 66
sweet wines (sparkling), pairing with
about, 162
Japanese cuisine, 270
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
sweetened fortified wines, 162
sweetness
adding, 159
as wine ages, 95
sweets. See also pastries
about, 161–162
British cuisine, 234
German cuisine, 229
Greek cuisine, 187–188
guidelines, 65–66
Hungarian cuisine, 241–243
Indian cuisine, 279–280
Japanese cuisine, 269–270
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 256
Mexican cuisine, 286–287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 301–302
Northern French cuisine, 216–217
Northern Italian cuisine, 223–224
Polish cuisine, 238
Portuguese cuisine, 183
South American cuisine, 294–295
Southeast Asian cuisine, 250
Southern French cuisine, 174–175
Southern Italian cuisine, 171–172
Spanish cuisine, 180
Swiss wines
aromatic, fruity, round white wines, 124
light-bodied, bright, zesty, low tannin red wines, 134
lightweight white wines, 123
‘Switzerland’ outcome, 43
swizzle stick, 114
Syrah, 127
Szechuan cuisine, 257

T

tactile sensations, 30
tank method, 145–146
tann/extract, as pillar of ageability, 97
tannin
about, 31, 132
in aging wine, 95
defined, 107
guidelines, 64, 65
as pillar of ageability, 13
tapas, 175–177
tart taste, 70
tartaric acid, 28
taste
about, 12, 13, 20, 23–24
acidity, 41
acquiring, 35
affected by temperature, 107–108
ancient view of, 20
bitter, 25, 29, 42, 70
in Cabernet Sauvignon and steak pairing, 91
fat, 24
knowing what you like, 26–27
linking with wine, 27–30
oaky, 66, 95
preferences, 50–51
salty, 25, 29–30, 42, 69
savory (umami), 24, 25, 27, 42, 71
sour, 25, 28–29, 70
sweet, 24, 29, 152
tart, 70
as wine ages, 95
taste buds, 26, 32
taste sensations, 68
taster status classifications, 26–27
tasting food and wine together
about, 37–38
experiment, 39–42
outcomes, 43–45
rinsing and refreshing between bites, 38–39
at the same time, 39
tavernas, 184
Tawny Port, 105
temperature, of wine
about, 105–106
adjusting, 109–110
aromatic compounds, 106–107
recommended, 105–106
sparkling wine, 108–109
sweet wine, 108–109
texture and taste, 107–108
Tempranillo, 133
tempura, 268–269
terpene family
about, 78
edible flowers, 79
flowers, 78
fruits, 79
grapes and wines, 79–80
herbs, 78
proteins, 79
spices, 78, 79
vegetables, 79
Tex-Mex pairings, 202–204
texture
about, 12, 13
affected by temperature, 107–108
in Cabernet Sauvignon and steak pairing, 91
contrasting, 59, 60
food, 58
mirroring, 59
of wine, 55
as wine ages, 95, 102
thymol, 74
tiffin, 274–275
Tip icon, 5
Tokaji Aszú, 242
tongue map, 26
torrefaction, 125
touch
about, 30
handling spicy foods, 31–32
tactile sensations, 30
trigeminal nerve, 31
tour guide, 343
traditional method sparkling wine,
142–144, 185
traveling, as a sommelier, 349
trigeminal nerve, 31
tuber magnatum, 87–88
turkey, wine pairings with, 194–195

• U •

umami, 24, 25, 27, 42, 71, 357
United States wine
full, deep and robust, turbocharged, with
chewy texture red wines, 137
medium-full bodied, balanced,
moderately tannic red wines, 136
traditional method sparkling wines, 144
unoaked Chardonnay, 353

• V •

Valpolicella, 356
VDN (vins doux naturels), 158, 162
veal schnitzel/scaloppini, 359–360
vegetables
Chinese cuisine, 264
Indian cuisine, 277–278
Mexican cuisine, 285–286
Middle Eastern cuisine, 300–301
North African cuisine, 305–306
in parsley family, 76
South American cuisine, 293–294
in terpene family, 79
vinegar smell, 95
vins doux naturels (VDN), 158, 162
vintage, on wine list, 323
vintage Champagne, 143
Vintage Port, 98, 105
Vintage sparkling Champagne, 106
Viognier, 32, 124, 125
viscosity of wine, 55

• W •
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websites
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wine pairings (continued)

German cuisine, 224–229
Greek cuisine, 184–188
ham, 194–195
hot dogs, 191
Hungarian cuisine, 239–243
Indian cuisine, 274–280
izakaya cuisine, 268–269
Japanese cuisine, 265–270
Korean cuisine, 271–272
lamb, 195–196
Mainland Southeast Asian cuisine, 251–256
Mainland Southeast Asian meat, fish, and game, 255
Mexican cuisine, 282–287
Middle Eastern cuisine, 298–302
North African cuisine, 304–307
Northern French cuisine, 212–217
Northern Italian cuisine, 218–224
Pacific Northwest cuisine, 204–206
piquant, 72
pizza, 170
Polish cuisine, 236–238
Portuguese cuisine, 181–183
prime rib, 195–196
restaurant options, 322
salty foods, 69
sandwiches, 190
savory (umami) food, 71
selecting for intimate gatherings, 334–335
selecting for large parties, 334
with sotolone family, 82–84
sour/tart food, 71
South American cuisine, 288–295
Southeast Asian cuisine, 246–250
Southern Italian cuisine, 167–172
southern-style BBQ, 196–199
Spanish cuisine, 175–180
style, 53–54
sweet foods, 70
for terpene family, 79–80
Tex-Mex, 202–204
turkey, 194–195
what to expect, 54–56
wine specials, in restaurants, 322
wine suggestions, in restaurants, 321–322
winemaker, 343
wineries, 343
winery consultants, 343
wood-aged wine, 95
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Xiaoxing wine, 259
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yakitori, 268–269
young wines, compared with old wines, 96–97
yuzu, 265
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Zinfandel, 32